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A database is compromised if a user can determine the data elements associated with keys which he 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Statistical databases contain sensitive information about individuals. Their pur- 
pose is to provide summary statistics about groups of people, while permitting 
only authorized access to the records of any one individual. But this objective is 
difficult to meet, for seemingly innocuous summaries contain vestiges of’ the 
original data. By correlating enough summaries, an intruder may infer confiden- 
tial data. We understand much more about controlling access to individual 
records than we do about controlling inference. 

A query is a function applied to a given subset of the records in the database; 
this subset is called the query set. Given the form of allowable queries and an 
assumption about the information known initially by inquirers, we wish to specify 
whether or not the database is secure. A proof that a database can be compro- 
mised amounts to exhibiting a method for constructing a sequence of queries 
whose responses imply the value associated with a given, arbitrary key. A proof 
that a database is secure is much more difficult, for it requires us to demonstrate 
that no such sequence exists. 
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Inference has long been a concern of census statisticians, who have developed 
sophisticated methods for choosing samples for analysis. The principle is to apply 
queries against a random subfile; deducing an element of the subfile is of little 
help because the relation between the subfile and the full population is unknown. 
Unfortunately, many contemporary applications center on small or medium 
databases where random sampling cannot be used. 

Much existing literature on inference applies to counting queries, which return 
the number of individuals satisfying given characteristics, e.g., “Female astrono- 
mers over 40 years of age” [lo-12,151. These studies have shown that the danger 
of compromise is greatest when the system responds for small query sets. Some 
protection is afforded when the system refuses answers for small query sets or for 
query sets whose differences are small [l, 7, 161. However, this protection is far 
from complete [4, 171. 

Another class of easily compromised queries is selection queries. Such a query 
returns a specific value from the query set, such as the largest, the smallest, or 
the median. These queries are easily compromised even if the database system 
somehow enforces a restriction that no two query sets overlap by more than one 
record [2, 3, 6, 141. 

The subject of this paper is the class of linear queries. Each of these queries 
returns a weighted sum of elements in the query set. Our results extend the 
results of Dobkin, Jones, and Lipton [6], whose queries computed simple (un- 
weighted) sums of elements in the query sets. One aspect of the results is striking: 
a user who knows as little as the value associated with a single key can often 
achieve a full compromise of the entire database-with a query sequence whose 
length is not much longer than the number of stored data elements. 

As a running example, we wilI use the database displayed in Table I, referred 
to hereafter as the “runner’s database.” It contains facts about foot racers. Users 
of the database might be allowed to discover general properties such as average 
running paces; however, they are not supposed to be able to deduce facts about 
individual runners from these queries. 

2. MODEL OF A DATABASE 

A statistical database contains a set of records about individuals. Each record 
contains an identifier field, one or more category fields, and one or more data 
fields. Some data fields may also be category fields. 

The identifier field contains a unique identifier for the record. Reading and 
writing in single records via identifiers is controlled by an access mechanism. A 
user presents the symbolic name of a record, the system looks up the identifier 
corresponding to that name and checks authorization. 

A data element is a value stored in a given data field of a given record. The size 
of the database is the total number, N, of data elements in it. In a partitioned 
database, the data elements are divided into mutually exclusive, collectively 
exhaustive classes. The jth class, denoted Yj, contains Nj data elements, and N 
= Cj Nj. The columns of the runner’s database are examples of classes. A key 
p = (i, j) identifies a data element, which is denoted either x, or xv. 

A query set is a collection of data elements identified by a list of keys or by a 
characteristic formula. (A characteristic formula is a logical formula which is 
matched against the values in category fields.) A query computes some value for 
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Table 1. Runner’s Database 

3 4 5 6 
Prior 8 weeks 

1 I 2 Fastest Fastest 7 
Keys Max ! Train pace Total Longest 1 mile 10 miles Year of 
i j VOX” I (seconds/mile) miles run (seconds) (seconds) bib 

1 Smith 68 380 680 22 260 3183 1948 
2 Jones 61 405 530 18 287 3520 1950 
3 Burns 56 440 460 20 316 3818 1940 
4 Cohen 48 485 410 18 368 4447 1930 
5 Cook 49 470 375 20 360 4394 1962 
6 Bloom 54 440 430 20 328 3980 1948 
7 King 53 440 405 20 334 4072 1943 
8 Frank 72 370 705 23 251 2997 1947 

” “Max VOX” is the maximum volume of oxygen processable in milhhters per kilogram body weight 
per minute. 

the query set. To prevent trivial compromises a query program will not respond 
if the query set contains fewer than k data elements, where k 2 2 is a parameter 
of the system. 

Example 1. The runner’s database contains eight records and seven data fields, 
a total of N = 56 data elements. The keys are pairs (i, j) where i is a row index 
andj is a column index. The user would specify symbolic name pairs which would 
be translated to keys internally; for example (Smith, Max VOX) translates to 
(1, 1) and (Cohen, Year of birth) to (4, 7). The corresponding data elements are 
xl1 = 68 and x47 = 1930. A possible key-specified query is “What is the average 
train pace for (Smith, Jones, Frank)?” The same query expressed with a charac- 
teristic formula is “What is the average train pace among runners whose Max 
VOX is greater than 60?” 

This paper analyzes threats to statistical database security for key-specified 
query sets. Security for characteristic-specified query sets is treated in other 
papers [4, 171. A summary of important results for both types of query sets is 
given in [5]. 
Compromising the Database 
A user has identified a key (i, j) as soon as he knows the value of its data element 
xii. A user usually has some initial information about the database: he may know 
operational details of some query programs, or the values of some data elements. 
Relative to an assumption about initial information, a database is insecure if it is 
possible to identify keys not known initially. Identifying previously unknown keys 
is a compromise, and identifying all the keys is a full compromise. If the database 
is insecure there will exist a finite sequence of queries ql, . . . , q,,,, query sets 
Xl, . . . , X,, and responses ul, . . . , u,,, for which it is possible to solve the system of 
equations 

Ul = QlW1) 

u2 = q2fX2) 

. . . 
(1) 
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for some unknown key. 
We are interested in characterizing the amount of initial information that can 

be tolerated in a secure system, and the amount of work of comqromise in an 
insecure system. 

Example 2. A regression analysis has yielded a formula to predicf the time a 
runner will take to run a marathon [8]: 

4 

q(i) = 1 ajxij + 319 seconds. 
j-1 

ja 

Suppose that this query is available in the database and that the user knows the 
coefficients aj (e.g. from reading the article). If that user also knows any three of 
Xii, Xi21 .lti3, and xi49 he can use the system’s response to q(i) to solve eq: (2) for the 
fourth. 

Linear Queries 

To pose a query, a user specifies a list of distinct keys PI, . . . , pk; the system 
determines the query set {x~,, . . . , xPh} and computes the value of the query 
function for it. To keep the notation simple, we will show the query set as 
argument to the query, rather than the list of keys. Thus q(zl, . . . , zk) denotes a 
query over a list of distinct keys that specify the data elements 21, . . . , ik. A liniar 
query has the form 

k 

qh . . . , zk) = c ajZj (3) 
j-l 

for some fixed k 12 and fixed “query weights” aj. This form of query has been 
called a “weighted sum query” [18]. 

The assumption that the query set size is fixed at k elements for all queries is 
a degenerate case of the restriction that each query set contains at least k 
elements. When query set size can vary, as for characteristic-specified queries, 
compromise can be even simpler [4]. Our objective here is to show how easy 
compromise can be even when the intruder cannot exploit variation in query set 
size. 

A sum query is a linear query with unit weights (all aj = 1). Such queries are 
used to compute averages. Dobkin, Jones, and Lipton [6] developed upper and 
lower bounds on the number of sum queries sufficient to compromise under the 
restriction that no two query sets can overlap by more than r elements. For N 
data elements with r = 1 and no initial information, compromise is possible 
within 2k - 1 queries if N I N2 = k2 - k + 1; however, compromise is impossible 
when N < N1 = (k2 + k)/2. Whether or not compromise is possible when N15 N 
< N2 was not resolved. Davida et al. tightened these bounds [2]. 

Kam and Ulhnan studied the security of a class of key-matching sum queries 
[13]. Each key is a bit-string of b bits, and there are 2b data elements. To make 
a query, the user specifies the values of some set of a bits, where a 5 b; the query 
program returns the sum of the data elements whose keys match in the given a 
positions. The database is secure whenever users have no initial information, if a 
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< b, and if the ranges of values of the data elements are unknown. Otherwise 
compromise may be possible. 

A partitioned query is a linear query in a partitioned database with the 
restriction that the jth key specifies a data element from the jth class; there are 
k classes in all. Equation (2) is an example with four classes. 

Our results for linear queries and partitioned queries are outlined in the next 
sections. The proofs are given in the Appendices. 

3. SECURITY OF LINEAR QUERIES 

We consider queries of the form of eq. (3) applied to a database of N elements. 
All queries use the same value of k and the same weights aj. 

We observe first that, knowing one weight aj and one data element x, we can 
compromise the entire database. Let q1 and qz be the responses to the two queries 

91 = Q(Zl, . . es Zj-1, X, Zj+l, . . . , Zk) 

92 = q(21, . . -9 Zj-1, y, Zj+l, . . . , Zk) 

which differ only in their use of data elements x and y in the jth position. 
Equation (3) shows that 

(91 - 92) = aj(X - Y), (4) 

which can be solved for y. Now the entire database is vulnerable: we pose qI once 
and a new q2 for each of the N - 1 unknown data elements, effecting a full 
compromise with N queries and N - 1 applications of eq. (4). As soon as two data 
elements, x and y, are known, we can also use eq. (4) to solve for any unknown 
weight. 

Example 3. Suppose that the runner’s database implements the query 

Q(Zl, 22, 23) = 0.221 + 0.522 + 0.323. 

A user knows that the weight of the first key is 0.2 and that Smith’s Max VOX is 
68; thus the initial information is 

al = 0.2 

x11 = 68. 

To determine Jones’s Max VOX, the user proceeds as follows. He poses the two 
queries q(xll, x12, x13) and 9(x2,, x12, x13), to which the system will respond, 
respectively, 

ql = 407.6 

q2 = 406.2. 

Equation (4) can be used to solve for x21: 

x21 = 211 - (91 - 42)/a, 

= 68 - 1.4/0.2 

=68-7 

= 61 

which is Smith’s Max VOX. 
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This reasoning suggests that security, if it is possible at all, must require 
keeping all the weights secret. But a more complex argument, given in Appendix 
A, shows that we can pose a set of queries which yield a set of equations in the 
unknowns oj. If these equations are linearly independent, we can solve for the aj 
and then use the known value of one data element to compromise the rest of the 
database. In other words, knowing only one data element and none of the weights 
often suffices for a compromise. The exact statement of the result is: 

COMPROMISING WEIGHTED SUMS. Suppose that x,, is known for so,me key p. 
With no more than k(k + 1) queries it may be possible to determine xP1, . . . , xrk 
for k additional keys pl, . . . , pk. The remaining N - k - 1 data elements can be 
deduced with an additional N - k - 1 queries using the method of eq. (4). Thus 
full compromise is possible within N + kZ - 1 queries. 

The technique will be illustrated in an example below. These arguments lead 
to the conclusion that security depends on denying the inquirer any initial 
information about the database, for example, by restricting his access to records 
about which he knows nothing. In Appendix B we prove that such a restriction 
would work by showing the impossibility of solving any system of equations for 
any weight or any data element: 

SECURE WEIGHTED SUMS. If the inquirer knows no data element and none of 
the weights, the database is secure under his queries. 

Unfortunately there is no way to be absolutely sure that a user knows nothing 
about the records to which his access has been restricted. Even if such an idea 
were enforceable, the presence of other types of queries can invalidate this result. 
The unweighted-sum compromise of Dobkin, Jones, and Lipton, for example, 
requires no initial knowledge [6]. 

The next example illustrates the method of compromising a database using 
weighted-sum queries when one data element is known. 

Example 4. Let yi = xi1 denote the Max VOX for runner i. Let k = 2 and 
suppose yl = 68 is known. The database implements the query 

Q(.C, 22) = 221 + 322 

but the weights (al, u2) = (2,3) are unknown. Form three sets of two queries: 

910 = q(y2,yd = 290 q11= q(ya,yd = 295 

420 = q(y1, y3) = 304 421 = q(y3,yl) = 316 

430 = q(y1, y2) = 319 432 = q(yn, yd = 326 

The numbers show the system’s responses. Let A = al + a2 and observe that 

qlo + qll= 4~2 +y3) = 535 = Ql 

q2o+ 921 =A(yl + ~3) = 620 = Q2 

q31+ 431 =&l + ~2) = 345 = Q3 

whereupon 

A = Q1/(y2 +y3) = Qz/(y1+y3) = Q3/(~1 +YZ). 
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This can be manipulated into two equations in unknowns yl and y2: 

-Qzyz + (&I - Q2)Y3 = -QIYI 

Q2y2 - Q3y3 = (Q3 - Q2)~1. 

For the given numbers 

-620 y2 - 35 y3 = - (585) (68) 

620 y2 - 645 y3 = (25)(68). 

It is easily verified that y2 = 61 and y3 = 56 is the solution. We may solve for al 
and a2 using the equations 

aly2 + a2y3 = ql0 

alyl + a2y3 = q20. 

To find any other yi we solve q(yl, yi) = 136 + 3yi once the system’s response is 
known. 

4. PARTITIONED QUERIES 

We consider weighted-sum queries with the restriction that each weight oj is 
associated with a separate class Yj of data elements, and that the jth key in a 
query’s specification list must refer to the class Yj. We denote the number of data 
elements in Yj by Nj, SO that N = &Nj. The columns of the runner’s database are 
examples of classes. 

We observe first that the method of eq. (4) can be used to compromise all of 
class Yj if the weight oj and some element x of that class both are known. In all, 
Nj queries are required for this. If we know all the weights and one data element 
in each class, we can compromise the entire database with N queries. 

Suppose that we know all k of the weights and data elements from only tZ - 1 
classes. We can determine an element from the unknown class (say Yj) with one 
query using the known elements from the other classes (say 21, . . . , ,a-1, aj+l, 
. ..) zk): 

qh * * * , Zk) = a121 + * f * + UkZk. (5) 

After the system responds with the value of this query, aj is the only unknown 
quantity in this equation. It follows that full compromise is possible with N + 1 
queries when all weights are known and data elements for all but one class are 
known. 

Similarly, if we know one element from each class, and ah but one of the 
weights, we can apply eq. (5) using the known zl, . . . , zk; the missing weight is 
the only unknown quantity. Full compromise is again possible with N + 1 queries. 

The method illustrated in Example 4 was able to effect a compromise when 
none of the weights was known and the entire database was a single class. This 
method depends on permuting the same keys among different positions in the 
query specification lists. Partitioning the databases prevents these permutations 
and makes compromise more difficult. In Appendix C we prove that: If one knows 
all the weights, one data element from each of k - 2 classes, and no data element 
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from the other two classes, then full compromise of the 12 - 2 known classes is 
possible. The two unknown classes are secure. 

The proof shows that no system of equations constructed contains enough 
information to solve for data elements in the unknown classes. The proof of this 
result shows further that every unknown class is secure provided that at least 
two classes are unknown initially. 

These results show that keeping the weights secret is essential to security 
especially if users may know data elements from some of the classes. However, if 
other types of queries are possible in the same database, compromise may be 
possible without prior knowledge. For example, DeMillo, Dobkin, and Lipton 
have shown that O(i2’) selection queries (median, maximum, minimum, etc.) can 
determine an element from an unknown class [3]; such queries can provide the 
initial information needed to compromise with partitioned queries (see also 
[171). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Our results have shown that the maximum tolerable information to prevent 
compromise using weighted-sum or partitioned-weighted-sum queries is quite 
low. Security under weighted-sum queries can be assured only if users have no 
prior knowledge of any data element; the weights must be kept secret. Security 
in partitioned databases can be assured only if at least two of the weights or at 
least two of the classes are kept secret. It is not always possible to keep weights 
secret, and it may be impossible to enforce the restriction that the user knows no 
data element. 

When the inquirer has sufficient initial information for a compromise, his task 
is easy. At worst, he needs to pose one query for each unknown data element in 
the (class of the) database which he is compromising, plus possibly a small 
additional but fixed number of queries. If the database supports other types of 
queries such as selection queries, the user may be able to deduce unknown data 
elements with small cost, before using algorithms of this paper for a compromise. 

Compromise of statistical databases is usually possible, and it is cheap. 

APPENDIX A. COMPROMISING LINEAR QUERIES 

We wish to show that knowing one data element, say 21, may be sufficient to 
compromise a database under linear queries. The compromise proceeds in three 
parts. First, k (K + 1) queries are used to derive Iz + 1 equations whose solution 
yields K additional data elements ~2, . . . , ~k+~. Then the k + 1 known data 
elements are used to derive k more equations whose solution is the weights 

ok. Finally, the method of eq. (4) is used to deduce the remaining N - 
;;+‘I,’ unknown data elements. FulI compromise is achievable with N - (k + 1) 
+ k(k + 1) = N + k2 - 1 queries in all. 

Let 2 = (21, . . . , zR+~) be a list of data elements for which .zl is known. Let Z be 
2 with Zi deleted, and let Zij denote the jth one-step cyclic permutation of Zi. 
(Note that 2, = Zik.) Let qij denote the response to the query q(Zij), where i = 1, 
. ..) h + 1 and j = 0, . . . , k - 1. Note that K(lz + 1) queries are needed to 
determine all the qij. 
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Each element of Zi is permuted into each of the k positions by the queries 
q(Zo), . . . , q(Z&. Ifs = 21 + 22 + * * * + zk+l then the sum of elements in Zi is 
S - zi and the sum of these permuted queries is 

k-l k-l 

Qi = jzo qij = ,zo aj (S - Zi) = A(S - Zi) 

where A = al + * - * + ok. It follows that Qi/(S - Zi) = A = Qi+l/(S - z~+I). This 
gives a set of k equations in the k unknowns z2, . . . , zk+l: 

S(Qi - Qi+l) + Qi+lZi - QiZi+l = 0, i = 1, . . . , k. 

If these equations are linearly independent, their solution will yield the values of 
z2, . . . , &+I. (If these equations are not linearly independent, nothing can be 
concluded about the security of the database, because another choice of 
22, . . . , zk+l might produce a solvable set of equations.) We can use the known 
values of zl, . . . , zk to invert the equations corresponding to the queries q(Zio), 
. . . , q(Z&) and find the unknown coefficients: 

Now the method of eq. (4) can be applied to find the remaining data elements. 

APPENDIX B. SECURE LINEAR QUERIES 

We suppose that the user has no initial knowledge about any data element. Our 
objective is proving that it is impossible for him to find enough linearly inde- 
pendent equations to solve for any unknown data element or query weight. 

Consider any m queries ql, . . . , q,,,, among which appear the data elements Z 
= (21, . . . , z,}. We assume m > k + s since we can always pose more queries 
without impairing our ability to compromise. We will apply the implicit function 
theorem (IFT) [9], which states that a set of functions ql, . . . , qm over variables 
Xl, . . . , x,, are mutually independent if the det(M) # 0, where 

I 

aql a41 
ax, -** ax, 1 

For our problem, the queries ql, . . . , q,,, depend on the n = k + s quantities al, 
. . . , ak and 21, . . . , zs. The matrix is 
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where Zij is the member of 2 appearing in the jth position of the ith query, and 

bit = % if Zij = .Zt 
0, otherwise. 

Let r = rank(M). We observe that T < k + s because column K + p (p = 1, . . . , s) 
can be written as a linear combination of the others: 

i ajzij - il ztbit = bipzp, 
j-l 

WP 

i = 1, . . . , m. 

Note that zij = zt if and only if bit = aj, which implies that the nonzero terms in 
the second sum cancel all but bipzp in the first. Since r < K + s, det(M) = 0, which 
implies that some of ql, . . . , q,,, are redundant. 

Consider an r x r submatrix N of M formed by taking any r linearly independent 
rows, and any T linearly independent columns except column iz + p. Renumber 
the queries so that ql, . . . , q,. correspond to the rows of N. By construction det(iV) 
# 0, but any determinant of r + 1 rows and columns of M must be zero. The IFT 
shows that ql, . . . , qr are mutually independent and that each query among qr+l, 
. . . , qk+$ can be expressed in terms of ql, . . . , qr [9]. 

We will show that x, is not a function of any of the queries ql, . . . , qr. To do 
this we treat X, as a new function of the same quantities (aj or .zl) on which q1, 
. . . , qr depend according to the matrix N, we add the appropriate r + 1st row and 
column of N: 

I 
N ’ i 

N’= I 
I& 
I axp 

---- --- -- 
00 '.. 0 j-i- 

It is not hard to see that det(N’) = (-1)’ det(N) # 0, which implies that X, is not 
a function of any quantity on which ql, . . . , qr depends and, therefore, that xp is 
not a function of any of ql, . . . , qr. 

APPENDIX C. SECURE PARTITIONED QUERIES 

We wish to show that if all weights are known but no element from at least two 
classes is known, then the unknown classes are secure. The classes from which 
we know at least one element are vulnerable to compromise via eq. (4). 

It is sufficient to prove security when exactly two classes are unknown since 
additional unknown classes only make compromise more difficult. Let Y1 and YZ 
be the two unknown classes, and let yll, . . . , YIN, be the elements of Yl and ~21, 
. . . . y2N, be the elements of Y2. Because it is assumed that data from the known 
classes are functionally independent of data in the unknown classes, Y3, . . . , .Yk 
are irrelevant to compromising Y1 and Yz. Therefore, we need only to prove that 
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queries of the form 

qhz2) = a121 + a222 

cannot reveal any element of YI or Y2. 
Suppose that queries q(ail, 2~4 have been posed for i = 1, . . . , m, yielding 

responses ql, . . . , q,,,. These queries can be represented by the matrix equation 

a11 - ** UlN, ; bll * 0 * blN2 

. . . ; . . . 

I 

where 
al, if ail = ylj 

C&j = 
0, otherwise 

bii = a2’ 
if Zi2 = y2j 

0, f otherwise. 

Now let Aj represent the jth column in the left part of the p by (N1 + N2) 
coefficient matrix, and Bj represent the jth column of the right part. Note that 

J$Aj-d $ Bj= 0. 
I’ 

This means that the columns are not independent and that the rank of the 
coefficient matrix is less than N1 + Nz, i.e., the system of equations cannot be 
solved for any of the N1 + NZ unknowns. 
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